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About This Software

Pixel-Me is probably the most sophisticated pixelart character-generation tool for an almost unlimited number of portraits.
Create outstanding pixelart-avatars for your Steam account and social media profiles; create striking images of your friends and

family or use it to depict your team or for ingame-artwork.
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Create hundreds of original characters using a vast array of over 700 elements

During the last six years, I handcrafted hundreds of custom pixelart portraits, storing all the different parts created for these
images. With a total now of over 700 elements like noses, beards, eyes and the likes this tool will allow you to create billions of

diferent images of virtually any person.
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Just a few of the countless faces you can create with Pixel-Me

Random functions for the individual parts of the overall image will help you generate a wide range of different characters and
most layers can be activated or hidden, corresponding to your needs.

You can move elements up and down, shuffle or deactive them

Pixel-Me currently comes with:

freely colourable skin

7 colourable Backgrounds

4 Foreheads

6 Necks

48 Chins

15 pairs of Ears

66 pairs of colourable Eyes
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37 Noses

117 colourable Lips

186 colourable Hairstyles

50 pairs of colorizable Eyebrows

83 colourable Beards

11 set of colourable Clothes

27 Decorative elements (usable twice)

39 pairs of Glasses

The results are yours to use in any way, both personal and commercial. Files are saved as PNGs and editable Pixel-Me files.

Trailer-Music: Creative Minds - Bensound
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Title: Pixel-Me
Genre: Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
bumblebee
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018
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Looks really promising for an early access game...
Oh.
Wait.. El juego entrega lo que promete. Divertido, adictivo y apuesta a agudizar nuestra punter\u00eda y destreza en varios
desaf\u00edos y en 4 escenarios muy bien logrados.
Un verdadero desaf\u00edo los logros de las locaciones secretas! Espero que tengamos mas circuitos pronto con nuevos logros.
Gracias a Goober por el feedback... prometo intentarlo nuevamente!!.
Espero ansioso la gu\u00eda tambien.. For three dollars is did not expect this game to be so addicting and enjoyable. It just
came out so i know the game isn't going to be perfect. One function I would add in the game would being able to change the
controls. It is a small thing that I could live without but it would be nice. Another thing would be to add an online multiplayer
with friends. I know it is a hard thing to do but I think you can do it. Finally more gamemodes would be nice although the
current ones are pretty great. Thanks for this nice game and I hope it does well.. Zero deaths !!!!!!!!!!!!. Controls are unclear to
say the least, handling is awful, and to top it all off, there's no settings whatsoever! NEVER buy this game!. the arabic language
is broken. I enjoy this very much. It's realy like Chips Challenge and I couldn't get enough of that one eiter at the time. The
puzzles are sometimes easy, but there is always some chanllenge to get all the "treasures".
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Wow. I heard about this game on the Path of Exile subreddit because it is so heavily inspired by it. I never would have thought
that what is essentially an Asteroids clone combined with PoE's customization could possibly work, but it absolutely does.

For a mere 2 bucks you can't go wrong with this purchase. For reference, it took me 11 hours to 100% the achievements, but I
definitely dragged my feet a bit because I was enjoying certain builds so much. The possibilities and sense of discovery when
you find awesome new combos is exactly what I was looking for in a new game, but nothing could ever compare to PoE in that
sense. This game does.

I challenge anyone who ends up buying this to create the ultimate build: something that scales infinitely and can't die, but also
won't crash the damn game. That's the one fatal flaw of Bytepath. You can make an invulnerable OP build that will eventually
die to a game crash because the infinitely scaling enemies and millions of projectiles just fry your PC no matter how much of a
beast it may be. As much of a flaw as that is, I also look at it as an added challenge. How can you not only survive and kill
enemies, but how can you do it without spamming so many projectiles or leaving too many enemies on screen that would make
the game crash? If anyone figures it out please let me know!

My favorite playstyle was stacking boost and cycle speed, and a few crucial keystone passives I'll let you discover on your own!
Buy the game if you're a PoE theorycrafting nutcase like me. If you're not into theorycrafting your own builds in ARPGs then
the game probably isn't for you, because gameplay-wise it isn't that complex. The magic is in the menus!. Ive read quite a few
Choice games and even some from other companies, and I can say confiently that Choice of Magics is by far the best one I have
ever played. I don't have all the achievments yet, but every playthrough I have seen something new and had a nice time. Even
dying in new ways has been entertaining.
I really love this game and believe anyone looking through the reviews needing an excuse or reason to buy this game/story, this
is it. Please get this game. You wont regret it. <3. I enjoyed "A Hand in the Darkness." Though I felt the game was a little short,
I quite liked the writing and had no trouble staying engaged the whole time, including through all the optional paths. Each
companion played out differently and felt unique (there wasn't much recycling going on), and I thought the steamy scenes were
very well written--my only complaint being over-use of the word "slither" (this was not a tentacle thing), a word choice that
would bump me out of the moment for a second. Besides the slithering, I thought the flashpoints were a breathless read, and
rather than peek through my fingers (we fans have all been there) I had both eyes open. Well done.

As for the art, I didn't particularly like or dislike the character art; it worked for me and supported the story. The backgrounds
were better than fine - I liked them. I do think a couple more character sprites would have been nice, but really the developers
worked well with what they had (same goes for music).

Overall, a good way to support BL games and I enjoyed my time with it. Thanks for doing it for BL fans, guys, and thanks
especially for the quality writing. ��. This game is on the go a pretty good game, so much art and deaths that i can't even stop
looking at our hero getting his head smashed. I give a applaud to the authors of this game, but what confuses me is the scenes
were all desicions either gets you to a new area or to the same area everytime. 9/10 otherwise. Good game
. Great fun if you have the space for it.

The sense of presence you get from being able to move around so much in your physical space, including crawling around on all
fours, is worth the purchase price alone.. For the price it is a really good game.

I like the concept and how it plays, but at the end it got to easy. I was just ordering my Knights around the map.

Not being able to order your troops around more directly or to split them up to your own will is a missed opportunity.. the game
looks good but not to buggy when i played it. If you love the anime, you'll love the game.
If you love the manga, you'll love the game.
If you have any affection towards anything related to my hero academia, you'll love the game.
If not, you will hate this game.
Its overpriced for its content, and they have yet to make any real changes to the game.
They released one DLC and left the game for a while. Still waiting.
I tried to keep playing, but the repetitiveness became too much, and the meta was always the same.
Hackers ruined the leaderboard.
The game needs a lot of tweaks, this review is really late.. I dont get it ? wtf are these games. Nothing much to say if you like
jigsaws you'll like this.
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